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Why Regeneration?



Why COVID19?





Why COVID19?



Why now?



The world has changed…..congestion
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……and so has New Zealand
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Re-Imagining Open Space & Public Realm in City Centres

Brooklyn NY – Domino Park Reconfigured for Social Distancing Mott Street ‘Streatery’ - NYC

‘Social Distance’ Park - Elbagh Poland



Advancing Technology – Autonomous service delivery

• Autonomous vehicles

• Robot or drone deliveries
• Health benefits to ride sharing

• Locker pick ups

• Localizing services with autonomous solutions

Google
Amazon
UPS



City Forms & Patterns: Re-Thinking How We Move Around in Cities

Berlin, Germany

• Reduced travel means that cities have a chance to 
reimagine themselves

• Replacing transport ridership with private vehicles 
simply won’t work



City Centres

• Proven that mass teleworking works

• Future of Work will include more teleworking and less 
time spent in offices

• Less People travelling daily

• Balance of uses within city centres will shift

• Opportunity to re-purpose obsolete commercial office 
space 

Singapore



City Centres – public transport and public realm

• Curbside in high demand

• Building to building edge accounts for 35-40% of land 
take

• Discerning user of the space wants quality

• Ease of access into City Centres still key

• Pressure of commuting peaks likely to level off 
somewhat

• PT still an important offer and demand of users

Singapore



The CBD is dead – long live the City Centre
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§ Residential conversion

§ Malls and retail changed forever
§ Click and collect / delivery vs high street retail

§ New areas of decline in inner cities

§ Transport patterns

§ Last mile – first mile

§ Increasing importance of open space



British Urban Regeneration Agency
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Effective urban regeneration is best achieved within a strategic and 
comprehensive framework - not simply property led renewal. Physical 
components need to be linked with social community development; a 
programme of socio-economic renewal, encompassing strategies for 
improved housing, health, child care, safety, education and training. It is 
this comprehensive social and employment approach, which 
distinguishes the process from mere development or redevelopment of 
urban sites and results in greater potential for economic improvement of 
an area. Failure to link strategies to wider issues may in practice increase 
decline



Regeneration structures - UK
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§ Commission for New Towns
§ Urban Programme
§ English Estates
§ City Challenge
§ Urban Development Corporations
§ Single Regeneration Budget
§ English Partnerships
§ Regional Development Agencies

§ Regional Development Agencies
§ Urban Regeneration Companies
§ Housing Renewal Pathfinders
§ Homes & Communities Agency
§ Garden Cities
§ City Deals
§ Combined Authorities
§ English Homes



So what?
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Urban regeneration is about 
changing the future of 
communities, places and cities for 
the better
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Get the local mechanisms in place
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Vital to get the structure right
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Plan for the future
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Make a transformational change
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Changing gear……



Agile Cities

Tech at its heart:
• At public buildings
• How we shop on street or at home
• Within offices
• On streets and curbs
• The way we commute
• The parking bays we use
• In city centres, neighbourhoods and offices
• Repurposed areas and districts to regenerate

Moscow



Example: Miami’s Adaptable 
Carpark
In Miami, a multi-storey car park also plays host to parties, yoga 
classes and weddings. The concrete building with floor slabs 
supported on wedge-shaped columns was completed in 2010 
to offer naturally lit parking levels that can also be used for 
other activities above a row of shops and restaurants. 



The Healthy City

• Open space and green lungs prevalent

• Options to work locally and exercise outdoors in your 
neighbourhood

• Plenty of opportunities to mini-commute or city 
commute via leg power

• Opportunities to walk and catch PT
• Recharging people’s psyche



Polycentric City - City of Villages

Characterised by:

• Localisation
• Flexibility

• Diversification

&

• Centres – Hubs - Nodes



Oath sworn by citizens of ancient Athens
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We shall leave this city not less, 
but greater, better and more 
beautiful than it was left to us



Copyright Notice

Important

The material in this presentation has been prepared by Jacobs®.

©2019 Jacobs Solutions Inc. All rights reserved. This presentation is 
protected by U.S. and International copyright laws. Reproduction and 
redistribution without written permission is prohibited. Jacobs, the Jacobs 
logo, and all other Jacobs trademarks are the property of Jacobs Engineering 
Group Inc. 

Jacobs is a trademark of Jacobs Solutions Inc. 



Forward-Looking Statement Disclaimer

Statements made in this presentation that are not based on historical fact are forward-looking statements. 
Although such statements are based on management's current estimates and expectations, and currently 
available competitive, financial, and economic data, forward-looking statements are inherently uncertain, and you 
should not place undue reliance on such statements as actual results may differ materially. We caution the reader 
that there are a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially 
from what is contained, projected or implied by our forward-looking statements. For a description of some 
additional factors that may occur that could cause actual results to differ from our forward-looking statements, 
see our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K, and in particular the discussions contained under Item 1 -
Business; Item 1A - Risk Factors; Item 3 - Legal Proceedings; and Item 7 - Management's Discussion and Analysis 
of Financial Condition and Results of Operations, as well as the Company’s other filings with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. The Company is not under any duty to update any of the forward-looking statements after 
the date of this presentation to conform to actual results, except as required by applicable law.
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